**Indo-European Interfaces:**
*Building Bridges between Mythology, Linguistics and Archaeology*

**15-16 October, 2020**

**Venue:** Zoom - [https://uu-sc.zoom.us/j/62834486621](https://uu-sc.zoom.us/j/62834486621)

---

**Programme**

**Thursday, 15 October, 2020 (Day 1)**

09:30–10:00 Welcome (Christina Garsten)  
*Prolegomenon* (Jenny Larsson)

10:00–10:30 Birgit Anette Olsen. *The Indo-Europeans as Cattle-breeders: Language, Culture and Myth*

10:30–11:00 Break

Chair: Jenny Larsson

11:00–11:30 Anders Kaliff. *The Indo-European Roots of the Ancient Scandinavian Horse Sacrifice*

11:35–12:05 Guus Kroonen. *Cultural Parallels between Proto-Indo-European and Nuer Society*

12:05–13:30 Break

Chair: Birgit Anette Olsen

13:30–14:00 Riccardo Ginevra. *Hermes and Prometheus in Scandinavia: Reconstructing Indo-European Myth and Ritual*


14:40–15:10 Benedicte Nielsen. *The Unfree Members of the Proto-Indo-European Household*

15:10–15:40 Break

Chair: Thomas Olander

15:40–16:10 Timothy G. Barnes. *The Circulation of Goods and the PIE Lord or Proprietor*

16:15–16:45 Laura Massetti. *Hermes and Syrdon - Two Tricksters and Their Music*

16:50–17:20 Johan Ling. *Maritime Encounters: A Counterpoint to the Dominant Terrestrial Narrative of European Prehistory*
Friday, 16 October, 2020 (Day 2)

Chair: JENNY LARSSON

10:00–10:30  PETER JACKSON. Lithic Proxies - A Bottom-up Approach to Indo-European Religion and Society
10:30–11:00  Break

Chair: ANDERS KALIFF

11:00–11:30  ANDERS HULTGÅRD. Travelling Myths or Indo-European Tradition? - The Irano-Scandinavian Correspondances
11:35–12:05  NICHOLAS ZAIR. Priests, Oxen, and the Indo-European Taxonomy of Wealth in the Iguvine Tables
12:05–13:30  Break

Chair: ANDERS JØRGENSEN

13:30–14:00  AGNES KORN. Tree or not Tree? The Iranian Family of Languages
14:05–14:35  TERJE ØSTIGÅRD. Scandinavian Skeid: Fertility, Horse and Sun Cosmology
14:40–15:10  ADAM HYLLESTED. Home-grown Names for Grains: Lexical Renewal in the Emergence of Post-PIE Agricultural Specialization
15:10–15:40  Break

Chair: THOMAS OLANDER

15:40–16:10  JOHN T. KOCH. Celto-Germanic and North-West Indo-European Vocabulary: Resonances in Myth and Rock Art Iconography
16:15–16:45  STEFAN HöFLER. ‘Linnaean Linguistics’ or the Diversification of Indo-European from a Zoographical Perspective
16:45–17:00  Closing remarks

This is an event of the research programme LAMP – Languages and Myths of Prehistory.